The Campus Diaries: Behind The Smiles

What is UNTOLD.?
__________________________

UNTOLD was created in 2017 as a global storytelling
platform mining the unknown tales of humanity. UNTOLD
serves as an umbrella to address multiple social issues faced
by society today and captures the essence of truth in a world
of unspoken and silent topics.
UNTOLD consists of dynamic photojournalism, a film series,
podcast, traveling exhibit and theatrical experience. UNTOLD
exposes the remarkable stories of ordinary people-- giving
voice to life’s diverse experiences, challenges and
vulnerabilities in a mission that unites us all. From mobile,
social, web and television, to stage and print, UNTOLD draws
in an audience craving to go deeper to discover the heart
and hope of the human spirit.
Full description: UNTOLDProject.org
Our Partners:

The Campus Diaries Project

The Campus Diaries: Behind The Smiles
__________________________
.

In Spring 2020, while working on an internship with UNTOLD, a student at Middle Tennessee State University presented “The Campus Diaries” as a
division of the UNTOLD project as a mental health awareness campaign within a campus community and designed for the purpose of resonating
with any student who has faced a challenge, crisis, or difficult patch through the college years. That semester, even with the challenges of COVID19 and the national campus shut-down, over 50 students in a three-week span submitted their powerful and moving stories of their mental health
challenges adjusting to campus life. The result? A powerful online blog showcasing the need for more mental health awareness on university
campuses.
Research shows college students live in emotionally challenging times and it’s manifesting on campuses across America. According to a 2015
survey from the Center for Collegiate Mental Health at Penn State University, it was revealed that 20 percent of college students seeking mental
health treatment were taking up half of the appointments at campus counseling centers. The MTSU NCHA survey found mental health concerns in
the responses of students to the survey. 58.5% of students felt things were hopeless any time within the last 12 months, 91% felt overwhelmed by
all they had to do in the last 12 months, 88.2% felt exhausted for reasons other than physical activity at any time during the last 12 months, and
65.1% felt lonely any time within the last 12 months. Another 72% felt overwhelming anxiety at any time within the last 12 months, 71.8% felt
very sad at any time during the last 12 months, and 16.9% had seriously considered suicide.

Project Breakdown
__________________________

UNTOLD: The Campus Diaries, partners with educational
campuses to capture the dramatic impact of a student’s
voice. Like the other facets of the entire UNTOLD Project,
that voice is heard through the art of both conversation
and written word and allows for unspoken and silent
topics to be given a safe place free of judgment to talk
about their experiences in hopes of helping other
students.
The project provides opportunities to allow students not
only to be heard, but to inspire hope, educate, and create
a space for compassion and change, while simultaneously
raising awareness of the mental health issues within the
campus community.
The Campus Diaries offers four (4) verticals carefully
designed to create effective avenues of expression for the
issues facing college campuses today – an online blog, a
documentary, podcast and exhibit. While we are in the
early stages, we are currently partnering with campuses
across the US and abroad to bring to the forefront a
conversation about mental health awareness on campus.
While each of the Campus Diaries verticals are broken
down on the following pages, please feel free to reach out
to us at UNTOLDProject.org for more information.

1. The Essay Blog
__________________________

UNTOLD: The Campus Diaries – Behind the Smile began
in Spring of 2020 students were asked to submit “diary
entries” anonymously through the Campus Diaries web
portal available via the UNTOLD Project website for
students around the world to read and share.
The goal was for students to feel less isolated as they
participate in the catharsis of writing. The digital platform
allows a safe space for students to unload life’s burdens
without burdening others. These Diary entries were
created for all students who have ever faced a challenge,
crisis, or difficult patch on life’s journey through the
college years.
Why A Diary? Diaries have always been considered a
safe outlet to write down how someone feels, their
experiences, or even their thoughts. Creating a diary
submission allows the students to express how they feel,
and students get to also see that they are not alone. This
online portal creates a visual documentary noting how
each day students and faculty members walk among the
campus halls hiding behind their smiles. It also
showcases the importance of being aware that someone
could be going through something even though it may
not appear that way on the outside.

2. The Film
__________________________

Under the direction of UNTOLD Creators Karen Shayne and
Lorna Dancey, UNTOLD is producing a documentary for
willing students to share their personal stories of college
transition, overcoming their fears, anxieties or other issues
they perceived as challenging . These stories are
conversations that note the overall importance of mental
health awareness on campus. The episodic documentary
showcases the stories, students as well as the importance
of the exhibit and the mission behind the diaries project.

3. The Podcast
__________________________

UNTOLD: The Campus Diaries also features a Campus
Diaries Podcast sharing the powerful the stories behind
the exhibit. This podcast features additional interviews of
the students and will share in more details their stories as
well as a creating a healthy discussion focusing on the
issues and how the public, as well as a campus
community, can be more aware of the mental health
issues plaguing the college campuses. Recorded in
tandem with the exhibit, the UNTOLD podcast will be
hosted on a podcast platform (Apple, Stitcher, Audible,
etc…)

4. The Story/Photo Exhibit
__________________________

Finally, (when applicable) UNTOLD: The Campus Diaries –
creates a story/photo exhibit created for a one-day, on
campus awareness campaign. Found on this exhibit are
are essay pages from the web portal entitled “Dear Diary”.
As noted in previous slide, “Dear Diary” are actual essays
written anonymously by the students showcasing their
powerful stories, presenting a safe place for the student to
share their thoughts on what they are currently going
through on campus life.

The Campus Diaries: Behind The Smiles
For more information, visit us at UNTOLDProject.org.
You may also reach out to Founder, Karen Shayne, in Nashville, Tennessee at 615-495-4555

